
Essay Rubric 

Enter down to the first blank page after your essay.  Type your name, then give a score (0-4) for each criteria below.  You also 

need to type a justification for each score you gave.  When finished, add up the 4 scores and put the total below the evaluation. 

 

1. Peer Evaluators _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Thesis: 

4:  The thesis statement names the topic of the essay and outlines the main points to be discussed. 

 

3:  The thesis statement names the topic of the essay and outlines some of the main points to be discussed. 

 

2:  The thesis statement outlines some or all of the main points to be discussed but does not name the topic. 

 

1:  The thesis statement does not name the topic AND does not preview what will be discussed. 

 

0:  There is no thesis statement. 

 

Ideas and Content: The use of detail, supporting arguments and information. 

4: The ideas and purpose are clear, logical and presented in a unique perspective/advanced approach. Details facts support topic 

sentences and are used for analysis, application, synthesis and or evaluation. 

 

3: Ideas and purpose are clear and logical. Details and facts support most topic sentences. 

 

2: Most of the ideas have clarity/logic. Details and facts support most topic sentences. 

 

1: A few main ideas demonstrate clarity and logic. A few supporting details. 

 

0: Does not match any of the above criteria 

 

Organization: The structure of writing including methods of introducing, concluding and making transitions 

4: Introduction and the conclusion add clarity to the main idea. Introduction captivates reader and conclusion provides sense of 

purpose. Transitions are linked logically and provide clarity. 

 

3: Introduction and conclusion add clarity to the main idea. Transitions are linked logically. 

 

2: Clear introduction and conclusion. Transitions link most ideas logically 

 

1: Introduction and conclusion evident but lack clarity. Evidence of some transitions. 

 

0: Does not match any of the above criteria. 

 

Grammar: Spelling, punctuation, vocabulary, proper sentence length. 

4: Author makes no errors in grammar or spelling that distracts the reader from the content.  All sentences are well-constructed 

with varied structure.  The narration voice does not change. 

 

3: Author makes 1-2 errors in grammar or spelling that distract the reader from the content.  Most sentences are well-

constructed and there is some varied sentence structure in the essay.  The narration voice does not change. 

 

2: Author makes 3-4 errors in grammar or spelling that distract the reader from the content.  Most sentences are well 

constructed, but there is no variation is structure.   

 

1: Author makes more than 4 errors in grammar or spelling that distracts the reader from the content.  Most sentences are not 

well-constructed or varied. 

 

0: Errors make it impossible to read. 

 

Total: Add up the total of the 4 scores 


